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 An example of embedded systems is a system inside a wristwatch. WatchOS, WatchKit, and the IOS have to communicate with
each other. It is a real time system that is used to control the electronic device such as a computer, and the printer etc. This

paper discusses about the projects developed by KVKK Prasad and the different components that make it work. This includes,
understanding the concept of embedded systems, KvKK’s project, using programming languages and tools, communication

between the system and external systems, the implementation of data structures, designing the overall project in case of single
system and multiple system, designing the external systems, designing protocols, designing interfaces, implementing the

interfaces, designing the embedded system, designing the hardware and writing codes. Software Components used for the
project Here we discuss the software components used for the project. These components are as follows. WatchOS 3.2 or later
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WatchKit Cocoa Touch Objective C Automatic reference counting (ARC) GCD NSOperationQueue NSUserDefaults Cocoa
Touch Frameworks CoreData Alamofire Swift 3rd party frameworks Adafruit C-EDO Git Android Studio Swift Package

Manager What are the methods and approaches that are used to develop these components? The methods of development and
approaches are as follows. Coding Testing Unit testing User Interface testing Integration testing The work is divided into three
stages. Implementation Updates The implementation of the project includes three main components. It is a real time operating
system. It is very similar to iOS but has features that make it work differently. WatchOS 3.2 or later is written in Swift. It is the
operating system of Apple’s smartwatches. WatchOS was first released on Apple Watch Series 1, Apple Watch Edition, Apple
Watch Series 2, and Apple Watch Series 3. It is a framework built on top of the iOS framework Cocoa Touch. It is a software

layer between the user interface layer and 82157476af
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